Are you interested in taking part in a brand new marine training programme for young people where you will explore the coast of Inishowen on boats, kayaks, canoes and learn lots of new skills such as marine science surveys, marine species ID, basking shark/dolphin watching, navigating at sea?

• MEETS EVERY WEDS EVENING & SATURDAY DAY FOR 10 WEEKS!
• MEET NEW PEOPLE AND HAVE FUN!
• LEARN ABOUT YOUR COASTLINE IN A NEW & EXCITING WAY!
• EXPERIENCE AMAZING WILDLIFE SUCH AS SHARKS, SEALS AND DOLPHINS!
• GAIN NEW SKILLS! (NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED)

ARE YOU AGED 14 - 17 LIVING IN INISHOWEN

STARTS
7TH MARCH 2018!

COASTALEXPLORERS@BASKINGSHARK.IE  087 989 1005